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Introduction 
Vertical axis turbines are a method of extracting the 
energy from tidal streams which have the advantage of 
being multidirectional and well suited to low velocity 
flows and shallow waters. The most common type of 
vertical axis turbine is the Darrieus [1] turbine, which 
has blades running parallel to a central shaft.  

The main problem with Darrieus turbines is that the ever 
changing forces on the blades create a torque ripple in 
the shaft, which could encourage failure in the drive 
train and generator.  Therefore in order to optimise a 
Darrieus-type turbine it is desirable to maximise power 
output whilst minimising torque ripple. 

Figure 1: Torque Ripple 

Selected Results 
Figure 2 shows the combined effect of the tip speed 
ratio, λ, and the solidity, ψ, upon the power coefficient 
divided by the torque ripple coefficient. It shows that 
there is a band of values of λψ (from 0.35 to 0.75) for 
which high amounts of power per torque ripple can be 
obtained.   

Figure 2: Power per Torque Ripple at Varying Solidity times Tip Speed Ratio 

Figure 3 shows the effect of the number of blades on 
the trade off between CP and Qrip. The optimal pareto 
front (points for which no other point has both higher CP 
and lower Qrip) consists of 0 points with 3 blades,10 
points with 5 blades, 1 point with 7 blades and 3 points 
with 9 blades. Therefore 5 blades would appear to be 
optimal. 

Figure 3: CP and Qrip for batch run, grouped by number  of blades 

Method 
The work is being done using the double-multiple 
streamtube (DMS) method [2], with code written in 
Matlab. A requisite input for the DMS is blade lift and 
drag data, which was generated using Xfoil [3] and 
PROFILE [4], which are potential flow solvers.  

The DMS code is being used to analyse the influence of 
turbine solidity (and broken down into number of blades 
and blade chord length), tip speed ratio, blade 
thickness, blade camber and pitching algorithms. 
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